Students Assemble at Zionist Rally
To Protest Recent U.N. Resolution

By LARRY FIELD

Students assembled at a massive rally held Thursday to protest recent U.N. resolutions on Zionism.

The rally was sponsored by the Student Assembly and attended by students, faculty and staff. The rally was held on the Quadrangle through 36th Street during a massive rally held Thursday. The crowd terminated its walk in McClelland Hall in the wake of the recent U.N. vote by the Arab countries to establish a homeland for the Jews.

The rally was organized by the Student Assembly, which has opened a special mail line for the rally. Student Assembly leaders are going to Congressmen and to sign a petition which will be sent to the State Department. The Assembly has also organized a special mail line for the rally.

The rally was held on the Quadrangle and terminated its walk in McClelland Hall in the wake of the recent U.N. vote by the Arab countries to establish a homeland for the Jews. The rally was organized by the Student Assembly, which has opened a special mail line for the rally. Student Assembly leaders are going to Congressmen and to sign a petition which will be sent to the State Department. The Assembly has also organized a special mail line for the rally.
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WOMAN'S EVOLUTION AND HUMAN NATURE

EVELYN REED

Widely acclaimed Marxist anthropologist, author of Problems of Women's Liberation, to Bimbo Bun's Best Try (1971) and Woman's Evolution, Reed has toured Australia, New Zealand and Japan, and spoken at over 100 colleges in the U.S. and Canada. She is regarded as a leading authority on the theoretical discussions in the women's movement.

Sponsored by Women's Studies Program, Women's Alliance, Young Socialist Alliance

TUES. Nov. 21 - 8:00 pm
Fine Arts Auditorium
34 & Walnut
Jewish Graduate Student Society
BRUNCH
Sunday, November 23 -
11:00 - 1:00
$1.00
Speaker Following -
Rabbi Gerald Wolfe

"Jewish Attitude On Euthanasia"

FINAL AUDITIONS
For Penn Players Production Of Shakespeare’s
A MIDSUMMER NIGHT’S DREAM
TODAY, 6 - 11 P.M.
CONFERENCE ROOM, ANNENBERG CENTER (LOBBY)

encore books
Hard books at soft prices.

Campus Performance Society And
Penn Union Council
Are Pleased To Present An Authentic Revival Of
George Frederick Handel’s
Messiah
By Pennsylvania Pro Musica
(Franklin B. Zimmerman, Director)
Tuesday, December 2nd 1975
8:00 P.M.
Irvine Auditorium, 34th & Spruce
Admission: $1.00

Price: $1.98

LITERATURE IN REVOLUTION. Ed. by Chak & Newman. Twenty penetrating critical voices on both the artful & political facets of the arts & letters in revolution—Cesar Cruise O’Connor on Yeats, Chernomyrdin on Margaret, Allen Ward on Blake, Moretz on prophecy, apocolypse, plus Fuentes, Sayles, etc. 500 pp.; softbound.
Price: $1.85. Only $1.38

SEX & THE CONFESSIONAL. By Valenti & di Meglio. Portray more than 600 confessions, collected in logs, concerning with sexual problems & confessions to two repanting penitents in Italian churches who recount here the many cases & attitudes of the confessors—the book is housed in Italy, its authors excommunicated! special $1.48

MOSER, THE SERVANT OF THE VATICAN. By D.M. Bough. Vividly presented account of Moser, recognizing him as ‘true political & diplomatic hero’ in the turbulent revolutionary years of the 19th century, with the tributes of liberals at every crucial stage of his magistracies from the Nile to the Jordan taken into account. The shocking evidence, library data, and divergent solutions. Problems raised by the narrative. Price: $1.85

LETTERS OF ANTON CHEKHOV. Selected & Edited by Arnoles Yankevich. More than 300 letters presented, comparing, contrasting, self-portrait of a man of considerable range, a man who observed his times, but was of the world—government—and offer a revealing glimpse of Russian life in the late 19th century. 648 pp.
Price: $1.98

PHOTOS For
Applications
Resumes
Business travel service (if needed)
On Campus at
SHAPIRO STUDIOS
3907 Walnut St.
UP-3-2888

encore books
1334 Walnut St., PE-3971

encore books
1823 Chestnut St., SEL-5888

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 21, 1975
...labeling the execution of 15 Iraqi Jews as ‘systematic extermination’ is so absurd..."
Friday, November 21, 1975

The Daily Pennsylvania

Gridders Battle Cornell

Coach John Masiello: "It's been a good passing game and we've had problems with our pass defense. They use a two-attack and we've had trouble covering that. We're going to have problems." In what is just Harry Garland's troops are hoping. After only three consecutive winning seasons, they're better than a 2-6 team, that the Princeton win wasn't a fluke." Or, quite simply, as soph running

Friday Night Dinner Guest

November 21, 1975 - 8:00 P.M. At Hillel Ellen Ashkenazi Speaking On: "The Anatomy Of A Jewish Marriage"

FRANKEY AND ZOEY

November 20 - 23 8:00 P.M. Houston Hall Auditorium $2.00 $1.00 With Student I.D.

Thank you for your face
acknowledges its competition with a smile.

THANKS MOM & DAD

Take something home with you for Thanksgiving. A crafted in India. Just $10.

TRAVEL'S ENJOY

The University of Pennsylvania Bookstore 9:30 to 8:30 Monday through Thursday 9:30 to 5:00 Friday. 9:30 to 5:00 Saturday On the Campus at 38th and Locust Walk call 243-7995

Homemakers

1st Penn Bank Bldg. Chester Ave. near "V" Street
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Big Red Assaults End Grid, Soccer Struggles

By PETER WILBER

 Tradition. It’s a word that brings to mind so many rituals... (Continued on page 6)
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By MARK RYAN


The Russians are Here!

By PAUL BURGER


Sergei Belov


Tradition. It’s a word that brings to mind so many rituals - (Continued on page 6)

Franklin Field (left)-then watches as his shot veers wide (right) Saturday on New York’s Baker Field. McMahon gets his

*Dance With Me* - Quaker quarterback Bob Grausteln gives his arm a

DP SWAMIS
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